The compressed matching problem, defined in [1] is the problem of finding all occurrences of a pattern in a compressed text. In this paper we discuss the 2-dimensional compressed matching problem in Lempel-Ziv compressed images. Given a pattern of (uncompressed) size m x m, and a text of (uncompressed) size n × n, both in 2D-LZ compressed form, our algorithm finds all occurrences of P in T. The algorithm is strongl 9 inplace, that is, the amount of extra space used is proportional to the best possible compression of a pattern of size m 2. The best compression that the 2D-LZ technique can obtain for a file of size m 2 is O(m). The time for performing the search is O(n 2) and the preprocessing time is O(m3). Our algorithm is general in the sense that it can be used for any 2D compression which can be sequentially decompressed in small space.
O(Icompress(T)D where compress(T) refers to the compressed text. Using a character-based compression such as Lempel-Ziv, this goal often has little practical value. For a typical file, the compression ratio is a small constant, yielding O(Icompress(T)l ) = O(IT D.
However, as discussed previously in [3, 7, 17] , when dealing with compression the criterion of minimizing the extra space is perhaps more important because of various considerations. These include, among others, the efficiency of doing work in main memory -where the file fits in its entirety but auxilliary data structures proportional to the file size will not fit, applications requiring search in local processors with small memory (e.g. in wireless phones) streaming large amounts of data, and local searches on the net. This has led the pattern matching community to consider a paradigm of compressed search with a small amount of additional auxilliary memory.
A compressed matching with inputs compress(P) and compress(T), has been defined to be inplace if the extra space used, besides the input pattern and text, is
O(]compress(P)D.
Since we encounter the same difficulty with the constant size compression ratio, we define a stronger space constraint. DEFINITION 1.1. Let P be a pattern of size ra, and let m' be the optimal compression over all strings of length m using the given compression technique. A compressed matching algorithm with input pattern P is lr~ 2D compression defined by Lempel and Ziv in [14] uses the Hilbert Curve to linearize the image, and then applies the 1D LZ78 algorithm. We use the row-by-row linearization, since for practical purposes the Hilbert Curve does not achieve a better compression.
called strongly inplace if the amount of extra space used is proportional to m ~.
In the current model, our goal is to develop a strongly inplace compressed matching algorithm, while maintaining search time O([T D. The idea of minimizing the extra space used while relaxing the time constraint originates in [3] . The point is that the Lempel-Ziv compression works by compressing repeated substrings in the text. Pattern matching in LZ compressed texts can exploit this same repetition by storing known information about previous occurrences of a substring. However, if we disallow the storage space, then it seems impossible to obtain the time bound of O ([compress(T) 
[).
In this paper we present a strongly inplace algorithm for pattern matching in 2-dimensional compressed texts where the compression technique allows sequential decompression is small space. Specifically, our algorithm uses O(m) space for a pattern of size m 2. Using e.g., the 2D-LZ compression, the best possible compression for a string of length m 2 is m. The time complexity of the algorithm is O(m 3 + n2).
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section we define the problem of both 1D and 2D LZ78 compressed matching, and extract the feature of LZ78 that is exploited by our algorithm. §3 contains some preliminary definitions and an outline of the algorithm's framework. The algorithm is presented in §4 and §5.
Problem Definition.
Vc'e describe the LZ78 compression technique in i and 2-dimensions. The key property of LZ78 is the ability to perform decompression using constant space in time linear in the uncompressed string. We describe this operation in this section, and in the remainder of the paper we do not use any additional properties of the LZ78 technique.
2.1 LZ78 in 1-Dimension. The LZ78 [18] compression technique is an adaptive dictionary based compression scheme. Given a string T = s:,...,Sn over an alphabet E, the algorithm parses the string from left to right, creating a sequence of pMrs (i:, c:),..., (iz, Cz) called the compressed string. At the start, the compressed string, as well as the dictionary is empty. At each step a pair (i, c) is appended to the compressed string and a new codeword is added to the dictionary, i represents the longest dictionary codeword that matches a prefix of the still uncompressed string (0 if no such word exists), c is the character which follows that prefix. The new codeword that is added to the dictionary is the concatenation of word number i and the character c. We illustrate the compression in the following example.
Example. We show how to compress the string abbababbb.
Step Key Operation: Decompression is done in constant space and linear time. Using Observation 2.1, we can perform the key operation on the LZ78 technique. Suppose we are uncompressing a string T of length n and the compressed string has length z. The decompression works from right to left. We begin with the last element in the compressed string (iz, cz). We set Tin] = cz. To begin the decompression of codeword iz we jump to location iz of the compressed string and set Tin -1] = ci:. This continues until we reach an element whose codeword is 0. We then return to location z -1 of the compressed string. Referring back to the example above, the decompression of the string abbababbb works as follows. We set T [9] = b since the character in position 5 of the compressed string is (2,b) . Then, we decompress codeword number 2 by accessing position 2 of the compressed string and setting T[8] = b. We return to compressed position number 4 since the codeword at position 2 is a 0, and we set T [7] = b. This continues until all the codewords have been decompressed.
Complexity: The space used is O(1) since only two pointers into the compressed string axe needed, one to the compressed chaxacter that is being decompressed and one to follow the jumps. Since for each jump a single character is uncompressed the time for the decompression is O(n).
Remark: The algorithm of Gasieniec et al [15] called Sequential Sampling is a constant space pattern matching algorithm that is sequential. Using our decompression algorithm combined with the Sequential Sampling Algorithm we get a compressed matching algorithm for the 1D LZ78 problem which works in constant space and linear time (in the uncompressed text). Note that the 2D-LZ definition slightly differs from the definition in [14] . In [14] Lempel and Ziv defined their 2D compression technique using the Hilbert Curve to linearize the image followed by the 1D-LZ78. Although they theoretically prove that the Hilbert Curve is optimal, it seems that this is often not the case in practice. We have tested numerous images and the results show that there is no significant difference between the row-by-row order mad the Hilbert Curve. Furthermore, in [16] it is proven that in general, for lossless compression of real images, the row-by-row order will yield a better compression than the Hilbert Curve. It should be noted that the GIF standard also used a row-byrow linearization followed by LZW compression, which is very similar to the LZ78.
We also point out that our definition differs slightly from the definition of a 2D run-length compressed text [6] . There, the 2D compression is defined as the concatenation of the compressed rows, while we first concatenate the rows and compress the concatenation of the rows. This distinction is particularly important for LZ compressed images, where it is crucial to be able to reference recurring sequences among different rows.
We define the Two-Dimensional LZ Compressed Matching Problem as follows: Input: Text array T of size n x n, and pattern array P of size m x m both in 2D-LZ compressed form. Output: All locations in T of occurrences of P. Forreally, the output is the set of locations (i, j) such that T[i+k,j+l]=P [k+l,l+l] k,l=O...m-1.
In this paper we present an algorithm that solves the 2D-LZ Compressed Matching Problem. Our algorithm is strongly inplace since it uses O(m) space. The best compression that LZ78 can achieve on a pattern of length m 2 is O(m) [18] . The time complexity of the algorithm is O(m 3 + n2). We note that Gasieniec et al [15] have a constant space algorithm for 2-dimensional matching. However, this algorithm is not sequential, and it is very complicated. As such, it cannot be extended to work with a compressed text. We refer to u as "the period" of p, and u can refer to both the string u and the period size lul. Our algorithm works with overlapping squares of the text each having uncompressed size 3m/2 x 3m/2. The potential starts all lie in the upper-left m/2 x m/2 square. We mark the current block using 3m pointers, 3m/2 to the left edge of the block and 3m/2 to the right edge. We begin with the bottom-right portion of the text. By sequentially decompressing the bottom 3m/2 rows, without storing any information, we can find the 3rn pointers that mark the first block. To move from one text block to another, we decompress sequentially front right to left. When we reach the left edge of the text we return to the right mad move upward by decompressing additional rows. Each row of the text is decompressed at most three tinles. The sequential decompression is done in time linear in tim uncompressed text mad in constant space as described in §2.1.
Algorithm 1: Marking text blocks 1. Mark 1st block
The pointer to the end of the compressed string is the bottom-right corner of the 2D text. Decompress 3m/2 characters from right to left to mark the left edge of the bottom row in the text block. Then, sequentially decompress the bottom 3m/2 rows in the text to get a pointer to the left and right ends of all rows in the bottom-right block.
Move to next block on the left
Move the pointers m/2 logical columns to the left by sequentially decompressing the 3m/2 rows from the point of the current block.
Moving upwards
We always save the 2m pointers to the top m rows of the rightmost block. To move up, we sequentially decompress the next m/2 rows above the rightmost block, finding the two pointers per row as in Step 1.
The algorithm for finding the pattern in the small text block is presented in the following two sections. We differentiate between two types of patterns. The first class of patterns are patterns in which all rows are periodic with period < m/4. The second class of patterns consists of patterns that have at least one row that is either non-periodic, or is periodic with period > m/4. In the following section we describe the algorithm for the first type of pattern, and in §5 we describe the algorithm for the second type of pattern.
Patterns with All Rows Periodic.
The search for periodic patterns is difficult due to the ability of many pattern occurrences to appear in a small text block. The output itself may be larger than the amount of extra space that we allow ourselves. In previous works periodicity properties were used to succinctly represent the pattern, hi [2] three types of 2D periodicity were defined: line, radiant and lattice periodicity. However, in order to ascertain the periodicity type, a witness table of size O(m 2) must be constructed [10] . Our algorithm deals only with the 1D periodicity of each row, and thus can search for periodic patterns using O(m) space.
Pattern Preprocessing.
We use a novel variation of the naming technique to succinctly represent a pattern whose rows are all periodic. We define an equivalence relation Re over the rows of P. Given two rows, i, j, iRej iff the period of row i is a cyclic rotation of the period of row j. The "name" of the equivalence class, ~, is the lowest row in P whose period is a cyclic rotation of the periods of i and j.
We precompute the following information for each row of P.
1. period size.
2. name.
phase (in relation to name).
To compute the period size of each row, we decompress one row at a time and use known techniques to find the string period. One such technique would be to construct the KMP automaton [13] of the string. The failure link of the final state points to the pattern's period.
The namhlg of the rows of P is perfornmd in O(m 3) time as follows. After decompressing row 1 and determining its period, we search for row 1 in every other row of P, separately. Every row i which has a suffix of length > 3m/4 that matches a prefix of row 1 receives the name 1. We mark the position at which row 1 occurs as the phase of row i. The preprocessing of all rows with name 1 is now complete. We continue with the next row following row 1 that has not yet received a name. Upon completion, each row has been named according to the equivalence class of its period. We create a 1D pattern consisting of a single colunm, using the name of a row to represent the row. We construct the KMP automaton for the new pattern in O(m) time and space.
There is one more step in the pattern preprocessing stage. The text scanning algorithm uses the periodicity of the rows of P to indicate a partial 2d periodicity of P. Specifically, as shown in Lemma 4.2, the distance between any two overlapping pattern occurrences within the same row will be a multiple of the least common multiple (LCM) of the periods of all rows of P. To find these pattern occurrences it is necessary to incrementally compute the LCM of the periods of the rows of P. We precompute this information by building a We can run the KMP algorithm downwards in the text if we view the text as a 1-column string in a similar way that we have done with the pattern. When testing whether a row in the text equals a name u, we uncompress the entire row and search for a maximal chain uku ' with length > m -lul. If such a chain exists, we search for a suffix of u to the left of the chain to ensure maximality in both directions. If the length of the resulting chain is > m then we mark the location as a match. As in the pattern preprocessing, we label the text row with the name, the phase, and the two ends of its maximal chain. If no such chain exists, the location is said to mismatch, and the KMP algorithm continues accordingly. It remains to show that at most one name can match a given text row. To verify the candidate list in row i, we check all rows j in the text, i < j < i+m.
For each row j, we do the following three things. After all rows are checked, the remaining candidates in the list are all pattern occurrences.
1. Find the leftmost candidate in the list which has the proper phase in row j. This is done by naively checking each candidate in the list until one is satisfied with the phase of row j. Proof. The proof is by induction on the rows of P.
For a 1D periodic string, it is trivially true that the string can overlap itself at all multiples of its period. We assume that for a pattern with k rows the LCM of the rows gives the consistent locations. Given a pattern with k + 1 rows, we let u be the LCM of the first k rows. By the induction hypothesis, multiples of u are the only consistent locations. Let v be the period of the k + 1st row. The locations at which the pattern can overlap itself will be the intersection between the sets {u, 2u, 3u,...} and {v, 2v, 3v,...} (see exan~ple below). The intersection equals the set of all multiples of LCM(u, v). In this section we discuss patterns that have at least 1 non-periodic row, or a row with period > rn/4.
Henceforth we assume that we have a non-periodic row. The second case will add at most a constant factor to our results. The idea that we will use when searching the text is to begin the search with finding all occurrences of the non-periodic row in the text block of size 3m/2 x 3m/2. There will be at most O(m) occurrences of this row. This will narrow the number of potential candidates to O(m). We process these candidates using a modified version of the 2D pattern matching algorithm of [4] . We have used this algorithm in a similar way for the 2D run-length length compressed matching problem [7] . In the following subsection we describe the 2D matching algorithm of [4] .
Algorithm
Overview. The algorithm of [4] performs 2D pattern matching in an uncompressed text in linear time and space. We first give a brief description of the original algorithm, and then describe the necessary modifications to the algorithm in order to reduce the space requirement to O(m). [4] . The implementation of the stages differ as described in the ensuing sections. 
Verify the consistent candidates.

End Algorithm
To sere:oh for the non-periodic row, we uncompress one r, exr, row ~t a time aald perform the seaa'ch. At, most O(1) occurrences will bc found in each text row, resulting in O(m) possible pattern starts. We cast then apply the two phases of the ABF algorithm, dueling and verification. Both the dueling order §5.3, and the verification, §5.4~ are sinlilat" in [7] where the anthers applied the ABF algorithm to inplace runlength compressed search. The section on pexforming the actual duel (which inmmdiately follows) is new to tills algorithm.
Witness Computation and
Dueling. In this section we describe the preprocessing necessary fox" per£ox~ling a duel in the compressed text in O0n) time. We then describe how the duel is performed. When constructing a witness table for a 2-dimensional pattern it, is necessary to construct two independent witness tables, one for each direction of a duel. This applies as well to the witness table that we will describe in this section. Spcdfically, wc number the quadratlts of P 1, 2, 3, 4 colmterclockwise. We discuss certain properties of quadratlts 1 and 3 for computing witnesses in the bottom/right direction. For the other direction, the same holds for quadranLs 2 and 4. We divide t, he patr~erns into two subclasses. The first group of patterns has a. ½-row in quadrant 1 or 3 that is non-periodic. In the second group, all ½-rows in (luadrants 1 and 3 are periodic.
5.2.1
Case 1: Some ~-row (in quadrant 1 or 3) is non-periodic. Pattern Preprocessing: We assume wlog that the non-periodic ½-row is row r in quadratlt 1. We search the pattern for complete occurrences of the ½-row r. There are at nlost O(m) occurrences of r in P since r is a non-periodic string. For each occurrence at location (i~ j) in P we compute a witness for location (i-r, j). The witness is computed in file naive way in O(rn 2) time and stored in a linked list, of lengt, h O(m). Not.e that {br every location (i, j) of P for which r does not occur at (i +r, j), no I)rq)roecssing is necessary since there will be a witness fox" (i, j) in the row beginning at, position (i + r, j). Thc total time complexity is therefore O(m.3).
Dueling: WC define two candidates in the text UL = (x, y) (for upper-left) and BR = (x + i, y + j) (for bottom right). There is an occurrence of r in the text, at both (x + r, y) and at (x + i + r, y + j) since the candidates were marked according to oeeun-enees of r in the text,. We search the witness list to find whether we have stored a witness for the location (i, j). If no such witness exists, then we kill UL since it. has all occurrence of r at, tile wrong locatioll. If a witno~qs has been recorded then we uncompress the row of the witness, and in O(m) time we can perlorm tile duel.
5.2.2
Case 2: All ½-rows in quadrants 1 and 3 are periodic. Pattern Preprocessing: Every row has a prefix ~md/or suffix of length > m/2 that is periodic. For each row, we compute the period of its prefix and/or suffix mad perform the naming over the prefixes and suffixes using the equivalence relation defined in §4.1. We mtu'k the length of the maximal periodic prefix enid suffix for each row, that is, we check how fat' to the right (left) the periodic prefix (suffix) extends. Next, we compute a constant atnonnt of information per row of P. This information will allow a duel to be perlbrnled in O(m) time.
We describe the preprocessing 1br row i of P. Assume UL and B R are t, wo overlat)ping copies of P such that BR begins in row i of UL. Tile ovexlap between t, he two patterns consist.s of prelixes of rows 1...m-i, and suffixes of rows i...m. We consider the set of mt~m~ periodic prefixes of rows 1... m -i and maximal periodic suffixes of rows i... m, attd wc scaxeh for the shortest string in the set. Let t bc the lcn~h of the shortest string in the set, aztd wlog wc assume that the shortest string is a periodic prefix in row 1 < r < m-i. The values (g, r) for row i will be used to calculate witnesses for all (i,j), 1 < j < m/2. For x~lues of j such that rn-j > £ (i.e. the width of the overlap is larger than g) row r will have a witImss for all but. at most one location. This is rmue since the overlap in row r is a non-periodic string. A non-periodic string cannot match another string at~ more than one local.ion prior t,o posit.ion m./2, since it would match itself before its 1/2-point cont.radict.ing its non-periodiciw.
Thus, t.he preprocessing for row i proceeds as follows. Aftex finding the ~llues (g, r) we search for row r in row r + i and mark the occurrence of the longest prefix of row r that matches a. suffix of row r + i, ff one exists. Then, we search for a witness for that one location in the naive way in O(m 2) time.
In summat5 ~, the preprocessing for Case 2 has 4 steps.
1. For each row of P, find the maximal periodic prefix and suffix. Ifm-j > g then the overlap between UL and BR is longer than g, and the overlap in row r is a non-periodic string. Thus, there exists a witness in row r for all but at most one possible value of j. We check whether j is the matching location computed in the preprocessing. If yes, the precomputed witness is retrieved, the text row is uncompressed, and the appropriate candidate is killed. Otherwise, row x + i + r (row r of BR) in the text contains a witness. The row is uncompressed, and matched against both rows r and r + i of P. Only one candidate will survive.
If m-j < g then all overlapping strings are periodic.
We use a technique similar to the verification described in §4. We sort the candidate list, first by column and then by row. If any column has more than one candidate, we duel within the column first. We then move from right to left, adding one column at a time. We consider the four periodicity classes defined in [2] . We show separately for each periodicity type that using the order that we described, no more than O(m) duels will be necessary. Following we describe, for each periodicity class, the way the pattern starts may appear in an m/2 × m/2 text block B.
1. Non-periodic: There is at most one pattern occurrence in B.
2. Line Periodic: The pattern starts in B all fall on one line.
. Radiant Periodic: The pattern starts in B are ordered monotonically. We say that candidates of a pattern in a text are ordered monotonically if they are non-decreasing in both row and column indices or non-increasing in row index and non-decreasing in column index.
. Lattice Periodic: The pattern starts in B fall on the nodes of a lattice. The lattice is defined by the basis vectors of the pattern (see [2, 10] ).
(1) Non-periodic: If the pattern is non-periodic, then one candidate is killed in every duel. Since at the start there are at most O(m) candidates, the number of duels is no more than O(m).
(2,3) Line and Radiant Periodic: As in [4] , we perform the duels within each logical column. Due to the transitivity lemma (lemma 3.1 in [4] ) the number of duels within a logical column is no more than the number of candidates within the column. If the pattern is line or radiant periodic then at most one candidate remains alive in each column, resulting in at most m candidates. We move from right to left, adding one candidate at a time. Note that the transitivity lemma holds within the group of consistent candidates since they are ordered monotonically. Thus, the number of duels performed between columns is O(m).
(4) Lattice Periodic: Similarly, in the lattice periodic case we first remove conflicts within each logical column. Moving from right to left, we add one candidate at time to the group of consistent candidates. A given column can contain several candidates, however, each new candidate can duel with any candidate to its right. If a candidate dies, then the operation is charged to the dead candidate. No more than O(m) such duels will take place. If both candidates remain alive, then the new candidate is consistent with all of the candidates to its right. This has been proven in [7] .
5.4 Verification. The standard verification entails comparing each text element with a given pattern element and marking the positions of each mismatch. Since all candidates are consistent, each text element must be compared to only one pattern element. All candidates that contain a mismatch within their domain are discarded. We have shown in [7] how a set of consistent candidates can be verified using O(m) space.
We use a similar technique here, but in this case the verification is simpler since there are at most O(m) candidates.
All candidates within an m/2 × m/2 text square overlap, and thus it is sufficient to verify a given text row for two candidates: the rightmost and leftmost. In addition, it is not necessary to mark all of the mismatches in a given text row. We call column ¼m the center of the text. We find the two mismatches in each row that ave the closest to the center, one to its left, and one to its right. In [7] we have proven that any candidate that contains a mismatch will include one of the mismatches that is closest to the center.
Thus, the verification proceeds as follows. For each text row i, we find the two mismatches that are the closest to the center. First, in O(m) time we search the candidates to find the leftmost and rightmost candidates that include row i. Since these two candidates overlap, the entire row is covered by the two candidates, and we verify the row, marking only the one mismatch that is closest to the center on the left and one on the right. After M1 text rows have been verified, we check each candidate individually. Each candidate checks whether any of the marked mismatches is in its domain. All candidates that contain a mismatch are discarded, and all remaining candidates are reported as pattern occurrences.
Complexity ( 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented the first compressed matching algorithm for 2D Lempel-Ziv Compressed Matching. The man advantage of our algorithm is its space efficiency. The algorithm is strongly inplace, i.e. the amount of extra space used is proportional to the optimal compression obtainable for a pattern of size IPI. In addition, the time complexity of the Another direction for further research is to solve the 2D Lempel-Ziv Matching Problem for other variations of the Lempel-Ziv technique (e.g. LZW, LZ77). The algorithm presented in this paper requires decompression to be performed in linear time and constant space.
There is no known algorithm for LZW or LZ77 that performs this key operation. In [5] , a decompression algorithm for LZW using constant space is described. However, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(n 1"5) for decompressing a string of length n. Thus, even in the 1-dimensional case, the problem of finding a strongly inplace/linear time algorithm for LZW and LZ77 Com- pressed Matching remains open.
